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Press Release 

 
 

Sony Introduces New Full-Frame Translucent Mirror Camera α99  

Flagship A-mount 35mm full-frame camera debuts Dual AF system and    

Pro-style video features 

 

 

 Flagship camera with Translucent Mirror Technology and newly developed 24.3 

effective megapixel full-frame Exmor
TM

 CMOS sensor 

 World‟s first full-frame camera1 comprises of a Dual AF System with 19 point (11 cross-

point) AF sensor + 102 AF point system (focal plane) and a new AF range control 

function to set the distance range recognised by the AF system 

 Very wide sensitivity range ISO 50-25600 (at expanded sensitivity setting) with 

extremely low noise 

 Advanced Full HD 50p progressive movie shooting with non-stop Continuous AF and 

pro-style audio features 

 XGA OLED Tru-Finder with 100% frame coverage 

                                                           
1 Among interchangeable lens digital cameras with a full-frame image sensor (as of September 12, 2012). According 

to Sony internal survey. 
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 Enthusiast-class handling with tough, light magnesium alloy body, weather seals and 

revised Quick Navi Pro interface for more direct control 

 New multi-interface hot shoe for higher compatibility with various camera accessories  
 

Hong Kong, September 12, 2012 – Sony announces the launch of the latest α99 full-frame 

Translucent Mirror camera. Now advanced photographers can explore the creative possibilities 

of full-frame imaging and the responsiveness of Translucent Mirror Technology. 

 

The eagerly awaited successor to the flagship α900 DSLR, the new α99 is the first Translucent 

Mirror camera from Sony to feature a full-frame 35mm image sensor.  

 

Ruggedly built to cope effortlessly with tough assignments, the α99 sets new standards of 

imaging performance, creative options, user-focused ergonomics and reliability to satisfy 

demanding enthusiasts. 

 

Unsurpassed imaging performance and responses 

Unique to the α99, a newly developed full-frame Exmor
TM

 CMOS sensor with 24.3 effective 

megapixels is teamed with a highly advanced BIONZ
TM

 image processing engine. This powerful 

sensor/processor combination guarantees unprecedented levels of imaging performance with still 

and video shooting. 

 

  

BIONZ
TM

 engine with the new front-end LSI α99 35mm Full Frame Exmor
TM

 CMOS  Image Sensor 

 

The full-frame sensor‟s resolving power is enhanced by a newly developed separate multi-

segment optical low-pass filter. Assisted by an all-new front-end LSI, the BIONZ
TM

 engine 

processes massive amounts of image signal data from the Exmor
TM

 CMOS Sensor at very high 

speeds. Together with a powerful new area-specific noise reduction (NR) algorithm, this 

achieves a 14-bit RAW output, rich gradation and low noise. 
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Various characteristics of the image 

sensor, in addition to its size, have 

been dramatically improved to 

significantly enhance high-sensitivity 

shooting quality, reduce noise and 

expand the dynamic range. The 

result is the best image quality in α 

history.  

 

These technologies increase 

saturation signal volume by twice or 

more that of normal levels. With its 

expended receptor surface, its 

sensitivity is improved by 1.5 times 

more, and random noise is cut by 

half compared to the α900.  

 

 

The evolved BIONZ
TM

 processor boosts maximum sensitivity range (in expanded sensitivity 

mode) as wide as ISO 50 – 25600 – a range of 9 stops. Its unprecedented processing power also 

enables the α99 to shoot a burst of full-resolution images at up to 6 frames per second or 10 fps 

in Tele-zoom high speed shooting mode. 

 

For the first time ever, the 19-point AF system with 11 cross sensors is complemented by a 

multi-point focal plane phase-detection AF sensor. With no less than 102 AF points, this 

additional AF sensor overlays the main image sensor. Harnessing the power of Translucent 

Mirror Technology, this unique Dual AF System permits ultra-fast, accurate autofocusing that 

maintains tracking focus even if the subject leaves the 19-point AF frame. 

 

The α99 also debuts an advanced new 

AF-D continuous autofocus mode that‟s 

supremely effective with moving 

subjects. The 19-point AF system 

provides reliable depth focusing 

information. It‟s complemented by the 

102-point multi-point focal plane phase-

detection AF sensor that copes 

effortlessly with subjects traversing the 

focal plane. 
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From launch, the new AF-D mode is supported by the SAL2470Z, SAL2875, SAL50F14, 

SAL300F28G2, SAL70400G and SAL500F40G lenses. More lenses will be supported via future 

firmware updates. 

 

As a further focusing refinement, a new AF range control function allows users to set the 

distance range recognised by the AF system. This smart feature significantly aids operability if 

users are focusing on distant sports action through a nearby wire mesh fence. 

 

Crafted for videographers and movie-makers 

The α99 inherits the world-leading „cinematic 

DNA‟ from professional movie cameras and 

high-end camcorders by Sony. The unmatched 

resolving power and sensitivity of the full-frame 

sensor is complemented by advanced features 

optimised for professional video production. 

 

The α99 supports the needs of professional 

movie-makers, offering full-frame Full HD 

50p/25p progressive video recording to meet 

AVCHD Version 2.0 specifications. As 

introduced on the α77, Full-time Continuous AF 

allows smooth, non-stop tracking of moving subjects. Other movie-oriented enhancements 

include real-time Full HD video output via HDMI, and uninterrupted „dual-card‟ recording using 

both of the camera‟s media slots.  

 

For extra convenience during movie shooting, a silent new multi-

controller is easily accessible via a dial on the front of the camera 

body. This allows smooth, silent adjustment of exposure 

compensation, ISO sensitivity and metering method, shutter speed, 

aperture and audio record levels during Full HD video capture. 

Shooting stamina is tripled by partnering the camera with the new 

VG-C99AM Vertical Grip that houses up to three batteries in total 

(see below). It‟s even possible to exchange batteries „on the fly‟ 

without interrupting movie recording.  
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Audio features have also been significantly 

enhanced to meet the exacting needs of 

serious videographers. An audio level display 

and adjustable audio record levels are joined 

by a headphone jack for accurate in-the-field 

monitoring. The optional XLR-K1M adaptor 

kit adds a high-quality mono shotgun mic and 

pro-standard XLR connections for 

dependable audio acquisition. 

 

 

 

Uncompromised handing for serious photographers 

The XGA OLED Tru-Finder gives a detail-packed view of a user‟s subject, offering 100% frame 

coverage with exceptional brightness, contrast, clarity and resolution. 

 

Photographers will enjoy a full 100% view on the Tru-Finder screen, even if users are shooting 

with a DT lens (compatible with APS-C camera) that‟s optimised for cameras with an APS-C 

sensor. Angle of view is converted automatically for image recording and display. This 

viewfinder is completely compatible with the APS-C format and displays scenes using the entire 

finder screen. 

 

Complementing the Tru-Finder, there‟s also a three-way tiltable 1229k-dot (VGA equivalent) 

XtraFine LCD with WhiteMagic™ technology to boost screen brightness in outdoor conditions. 

 

Despite its uncompromising pro-class credentials, the α99 is the world‟s lightest
1
 35 mm full-

frame interchangeable lens digital camera. A weight of just 733g (without lens and battery) is 

made possible by Translucent Mirror Technology, while high-rigidity magnesium alloy panels 

contribute to an extremely tough yet light design. 

 

Weather-resistant seals protect against dust and moisture, while controls and buttons are made 

rugged for years of unflinching operation on virtually any assignment. The camera‟s stamina and 

reliability is underlined by a redesigned shutter block that‟s tested to approximately 200,000 

release cycles. 
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Magnesium alloy panels Weather-resistant seals protect 

 

Ergonomics have been refined for a smooth, seamless workflow that doesn‟t interrupt user‟s 

creative focus. Enhancements include a re-designed grip, while switches and button shapes are 

differentiated for intuitive fingertip operation without a user taking an eye off their composition. 

There‟s also a new exposure mode dial lock that prevents accidental rotation. 

 

Further evolved from the acclaimed α700 and α900, the newly-developed Quick Navi Pro 

interface gives quick, intuitive one-handed access to shooting parameters. 

 

The camera can also be operated via remote PC connection. Supported functions include 

switching between still/movie shooting, plus automatic transfer of still images from camera to 

PC for enhanced studio workflow. 

 

Designed for professionals: new lens and accessories  

The full-frame imaging capabilities of the α99 make an ideal complement for the new 300mm 

F2.8 G SSM II (SAL300F28G2) lens. Designed for demanding sports and wildlife applications, 

this bright super-telephoto offers a significantly uprated optical design and improved handling 

compared with its predecessor. The Sony-developed Nano AR Coating on optical surfaces 

assures flawless still images and HD video with reduced flare and ghosting, offering enhanced 

contrast with crisp black, while a new LSI drive circuit offers faster, more accurate autofocus 

with enhanced tracking AF. The dust- and moisture-resistant design makes the lens ideal for the 

toughest outdoor shooting assignments.  
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In addition, a new wide-aperture Carl Zeiss A-mount prime lens is now under development. 

Optimised for superb results with the camera‟s 35mm full frame image sensor, the Planar T* 

50mm F1.4 ZA SSM will be available in Spring 2013.   

 

Offered exclusively as an option for the α99, the brand new VG-C99AM vertical grip can house 

and manage three batteries in total (including the camera‟s own on-board battery). Resistant to 

dust and moisture, the grip is ideal for lengthy shooting sessions in the studio or outdoors.  

 

The range-leading HVL-F60M is a 

powerful flash (GN60, in metres at ISO 

100) with a built-in LED light that‟s ideal 

for creative applications with stills or 

movie shooting. Smart functions include 

wireless multi-flash ratio control and 

Sony‟s unique Quick Shift Bounce 

adjustment, while operations can be 

controlled quickly via the flash‟s intuitive 

Quick Navi system. Resistant to dust and 

moisture, the HVL-F60M comes supplied 

with a bounce adaptor for flash, and a 

colour conversion filter for use with LED 

lighting. Ideal for the α99 and other cameras featuring the new Multi Interface Shoe, the HVL-

F60M can also be used with Auto-lock Accessory Shoe cameras via the supplied ADP-AMA 

Shoe Adaptor. 

 

Compatible with 49mm and 55mm diameter lenses, the 

HVL-RL1 Ring Light offers highly effective LED 

illumination of small subjects that‟s ideal for macro 

shooting. Its high output level (approx. 700 lx/0.3m) is 

approximately four times brighter than the previous model. 

Brightness can be adjusted steplessly for precise control of 

creative lighting effects. Operation can also be switched 

between full-ring illumination for shadowless lighting and 

half-ring illumination to create shadow effects. The optional 

FA-MA1AM Macro Light Adaptor is required when using 

the Ring Light with SAL30M28 or SAL50F18 lenses. 

Compatible with the Multi Interface Shoe of the α99, the 

HVL-RL1 can also be used with cameras that have an Auto-lock Accessory Shoe via the 

supplied ADP-AMA Shoe Adaptor. 
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The new XLR-K1M XLR Adaptor Kit meets the demanding audio needs of professional movie 

production. It provides two pro-standard XLR terminals for connecting the α99 with professional 

microphones and mixing consoles. Operating flexibility is maximised by MIC/LINE input 

selection and separate adjustment of two channel levels. The adaptor kit comes supplied with the 

ECM-XM1 monaural shotgun microphone, but may also be used with a wide range of 

professional microphones. An optional bracket is required when using the XLR-K1M with the α

99. 

 

The RMT-DSLR2 Remote Commander allows wireless shutter release for still images and 

start/stop control of video shooting. As well as the α99, it‟s also compatible with other α A-

mount and E-mount cameras that include a remote control receiver. 

 

Styled to reduce carrying fatigue, the LCS-BP3 Backpack is designed to meet the stringent 

demands of professional photographers. Its generous capacity can hold the α99 camera body plus 

Vertical Grip and attached telephoto zoom lens, together with 3-4 spare lenses, accessories and a 

15.5” laptop. 

 

The ADP-MAA is a new shoe adaptor that allows Multi Interface Shoe
2
 cameras to be used with 

Auto-lock Accessory Shoe accessories. Conversely, the ADP-AMA shoe adaptor allows Auto-

lock Accessory Shoe cameras to be used with Multi Interface Shoe accessories. 

 

The PCK-LM14 Screen Protector Semi Hard Sheet safeguards the camera‟s LCD screen against 

dust, scratches and fingerprints. It‟s supplied with a separate protector sheet for the top display 

panel.  

 

Perfectly complementing the fast shooting speeds of the α99 is Sony‟s new SDXC UHS-I 

memory card. The SF-64UX (64GB) which offers read speeds of up to 94MB/s and write speeds 

of up to 43MB/s is ideal for burst shooting with the α99, ensuring users never miss a moment 

and also allowing them to rapidly transfer massive RAW images and video files to their PC. 

 

Aside from being subjected to rigorous testing by Sony to ensure reliability and data integrity, 

the new memory cards are water-resistant and can operate under a wide range of operating 

temperatures. Customers who purchase the cards can also download Sony‟s File Rescue 

                                                           
2 The α99 is equipped with Sony‟s newly-developed Multi Interface Shoe. This is capable of accommodating 

various accessories for photo and movie shooting such as flash and microphones, while drawing power from the 

camera.  It‟s also compatible with Sony accessories that use the standard ISO 518 accessory shoe.  The Multi 

Interface Shoe was developed as a common shoe for imaging products by Sony – such as digital still cameras, 

digital video cameras and interchangeable lens cameras – promoting compatibility among accessories and offering 

an enhanced shooting experience for users.   
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Software for free, letting them rest assured that the content on their cards are protected as it helps 

recover photos and videos that have been accidentally deleted. 

 

The new α 99 full-frame Translucent Mirror camera from Sony will be available in Hong Kong 

from the end of October 2012.  

 

Pre-ordering 

Sony‟s new α 99 full-frame Translucent Mirror camera will be available for pre-ordering from 

October 4- October 21, 2012 at all Sony Stores, Sony Store online (www.sony.com.hk), Sony 

tele-sales hotline at (852) 2345-2966 and authorized dealers.  Packages and offers are as follows: 

 

Model Suggested 

Retail Price 

Premiums Pre-order Special Offers 

α99 Body Package 

- SLT-A99V 

 

HK$22,990 - α battery NP-

FM500H 

- STP-GB1AM wrist 

strap 

SF-32UX memory 

card 

- Vertical Grid VG-

C99AM at HK$1,990 

- Flashlight HVL-F60M at 

HK$2,990 

- Adaptor XLR-K1M and  

bracket VCT-55LH at 

HK$4,290 (For Sony 

Store Only) 

α99 Carl Zeiss Lens Kit  

- SLT-A99V 

- SAL2470Z Carl Zeiss 

Lens  

 

HK$35,990 

 

Sony Premium Services 

Customers who purchase the latest α and NEX cameras are eligible to purchase optional Sony 

Premium Services which bring a host of benefits. These include the extension of the product 

warranty and a 20% discount on Sony Studio services and priority counter service. Additionally 

customers will get a 50% discount on value-added services which include: console and lens 

cleaning, system and firmware updates for the camera, image retrieval service, camera loan 

service when the camera is under repair and delivery service. Premium Services (α and NEX 

series) provided: an extension of the local warranty 1-year plan at HK$599 and an extension of 

local warranty 2-year plan at HK$1,078.  For details of Premium Services, please visit 

http://www.sony.com.hk/premiumservices/  

 

For customer enquiries, please contact Sony sales and services hotline at (852) 2345-2966.  

 
 

About Hong Kong Marketing Company 

Hong Kong Marketing Company (HKMC), a division of Sony Corporation of Hong Kong 

Limited, provides sales, marketing and after sales services for Sony‟s consumer electronics 

http://www.sony.com.hk/premiumservices/
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products as well as broadcast and professional products in Hong Kong and Macau. For more 

information on Sony‟s products and services, please visit its web site on www.sony.com.hk. 

 

About make.believe 

“make.believe” (make dot believe) is a Group-wide brand message that unites Sony‟s 

communications initiatives across electronics, games, movies, music, mobile phones and 

network services. “make.believe” symbolizes the spirit of Sony – the power of creativity, the 

ability to turn ideas into reality and the belief that anything you can imagine, you can make real.  

 

# # # 
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Product specifications of Sony Full-Frame Translucent Mirror Camera α99:  
 

Model α 99 

Type  

Camera type DSLT 

Lens compatibility  

Lens compatibility Sony A-mount lenses, operation with Minolta/Konica Minolta lenses 

confirmed 

Image sensor  

Type 35mm full frame (35.8 x 23.9mm), Exmor 
TM

CMOS sensor 

Number of pixels (effective) Approx. 24.3 megapixels 

Number of pixels (total) Approx. 24.7 megapixels 

Image sensor aspect ratio 3:2 

Anti-dust system Charge protection coating on low-pass filter and Image Sensor-Shift 

mechanism 

Recording system (still image)  

Recording format JPEG (DCF Ver. 2.0, Exif Ver. 2.3, MPF baseline compliant), RAW 

(Sony ARW 2.3 format), RAW& JPEG  

Image size (pixels) 3:2 aspect ratio 
35mm full frame  

L: 6000 x 4000 (24M),  

M: 3936 x 2624 (10M),  

S: 2640 x 1760 (4.6M) 

 

APS-C  

L: 3936 x 2624 (10M),  

M: 2640 x 1760 (4.6M),  

S: 1728 x 1152 (2.0M) 

 

16:9 aspect ratio 
35mm full frame  

L: 6000 x 3376 (20M),  

M: 3936 x 2216 (8.7M),  

S: 2640 x 1488 (3.9M) 

 

APS-C  

L: 3936 x 2216 (8.7M),  

M: 2640 x 1488 (3.9M),  

S: 1728 x 976 (1.7M) 

 

Sweep Panorama 
Wide: horizontal 12,416 x 1,856 (23M), vertical 5,536 x 2,160 (12M), 

Standard: horizontal 8,192 x 1,856 (15M), vertical 3,872 x 2,160 

(8.4M) 

Image quality modes RAW, RAW & JPEG, JPEG Extra fine, JPEG Fine, JPEG Standard 

RAW output 14 bit 

Picture Effect 11 modes (15 effects): Posterization (Color, B/W), Pop Color, Retro 

Photo, Partial Color (R,G,B,Y), High Contrast Monochrome, Toy 

Camera, Soft High-key, Soft Focus, HDR Painting, 
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Rich-tone Monochrome, Miniature 

Creative Style Standard, Vivid, Neutral, Clear, Deep, Light, Portrait, Landscape, 

Sunset, Night Scene, Autumn leaves, Black & White, Sepia (Contrast 

(-3 to +3 steps), Saturation (-3 to +3 steps), Sharpness (-3 to +3 

steps)) 

Dynamic range functions Off, Dynamic Range Optimizer: Auto/Level(1-5), Auto High 

Dynamic Range: (Auto Exposure Difference, Exposure Difference 

Level (1-6 EV, 1.0 EV step)) 

Color space sRGB, Adobe RGB 

Recording system (movie)  

Recording format AVCHD 2.0 (Progressive) / MP4 

Video compression AVCHD Ver. 2.0 compliant/ MPEG-4 AVC (H.264) 

Audio recording format Dolby Digital (AC-3) / MPEG-4 AAC-LC, 2ch 

Image size (pixels) AVCHD: 1920 x 1080 (60p/28Mbps**/PS, 50p/28Mbps**/ 

PS, 60i/24Mbps**/FX, 50i/24Mbps**/FX,60i/17Mbps***/ 

FH, 50i/17Mbps***/FH, 24p/24Mbps**/FX, 25p/24Mbps**/ 

FX, 24p/17Mbps***/FH,25p/17Mbps***/FH) 

 

MP4: 1440 x 1080 (30fps/12Mbps***, 25fps/12Mbps***), 640 x 480 

(30fps/3Mbps***, 25fps/3Mbps***) 

** Maximum bit rate 

*** Average bit rate 

Movie functions Audio Level Display, Audio Rec Level, AF Tracking Duration, Auto 

Slow Shutter, HDMI info.Display (on/off selectable), PAL/NTSC 

Selector 

Media  

Media Memory Stick PRO Duo™, Memory Stick PRO-HG Duo™, SD 

memory card, SDHC memory card (UHS-I compliant), SDXC 

memory card (UHS-I compliant) 

Slot Slot 1: Multi slot for Memory Stick PRO Duo/SD (UHS-I compliant) 

memory card 

Slot 2: SD (UHS-I compliant) memory card only 

Recording mode on 2 memory 

cards 

Simult. Rec (Still), Simult. Rec (Movie), Simult. Rec (Still/Movie), 

Sort (JPEG/RAW), Sort (Still/Movie), Copy 

Noise reduction  

Noise reduction Long exposure NR: On/Off,  

available at shutter speeds longer than 1 sec. 

High ISO NR: Normal/Low/Off selectable 

Multi frame noise reduction Auto/ISO 100 to 51200 

White balance  

Modes Auto / Daylight / Shade / Cloudy / Incandescent / Fluorescent <Warm 

White / Cool White / Day White / 

Daylight> / Flash / Color Temperature <2500 to 9900K> & color 

filter <G7 to M7, A7 to B7> / Custom <3> 

AWB micro adjustment 

Yes <G7 to M7 (15 steps), A7 to B7 (15 steps)> 

Bracketing 3 frames, H/L selectable 

Focus system  
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Type TTL Phase-detection AF 

Focus sensor Detector 1: CCD line sensors 

Detector 2: Focal Plane Phase Detection sensors 

Focus point Detector 1: 19 points (11 points cross type) 

Detector 2: 102 assist points
*1

 

Sensitivity range Detector 1: -1 to 18 EV (at ISO 100 equivalent, with F2.8 lens 

attached) 

Focus mode Direct Manual Focus, Manual focus selectable  

AF mode Single-shot AF (AF-S), Automatic AF (AF-A), Continuous AF (AF-

C), Depth Map Assist Continuous AF (AF-D)
*1

 selectable 

Focus area Wide (auto,19 points) / Zone / Spot / Local selectable  

Other features Tracking Focus, Predictive control (AF-A,AF-C,AF-D
*1

), Focus lock, 

Eye-start AF, AF illuminator (built in LED type), range: Approx. 1-

7m (Approx. 3.3 to 23 feet), AF range control, AF micro adjustment) 

Exposure control  

Metering type 1200-zone evaluative metering 

Metering sensor Exmor
TM

 CMOS sensor 

Metering sensitivity EV-2 to EV17 (at ISO100 equivalent with F1.4 lens attached) 

Modes Multi segment, Center weighted, Spot 

Exposure modes AUTO (iAUTO, Superior Auto), Programmed AE (P), Aperture 

priority (A), Shutter-speed priority (S),Manual (M), Scene Selection,  

Sweep Panorama, Tele-zoom Continuous Priority AE 

Movie (Programmed AE (P), Aperture priority (A) / 

Shutter-speed priority (S) / Manual (M) selectable in manual focus 

mode) 

Scene Selection Portrait, Landscape, Macro, Sports Action, Sunset, Night Portrait, 

Night scene, Hand-held Twilight 

Exposure compensation ±5.0 EV (1/3 EV, 1/2 EV steps selectable) 

AE bracketing Bracket: Cont./Bracket: Single, With 1/3 EV, 1/2 EV, 2/3 EV, 2. 

0EV, 3.0 EV increments, 

3/5 frames (2.0 EV, 3.0 EV: only 3 frames) selectable 

AE lock Available with AE lock button. AE is also locked when focus is 

locked in multi-segment metering mode. 

ISO sensitivity (Recommended 

Exposure Index) 

Still images: ISO 100-25600 equivalent (1/3 EV step), (ISO numbers 

up from ISO 50 can be set as expanded ISO range.), 

AUTO (ISO 100-6400, selectable lower limit and upper limit ) 

Movies: ISO 100-6400 equivalent (1/3 EV step) / AUTO (ISO 100-

3200 equivalent) 

Viewfinder  

Type XGA OLED, 1.3 cm (0.5 type) electronic viewfinder (color) 

Total number of dots 2,359,296 dots 

Brightness control Auto / Manual (3 steps between -1 to +1) 

Color temperature control Manual (5 steps) 

Field coverage 100% 

Magnification Approx. 0.71 x (with 50 mm lens at infinity, -1 m
-1

) 

Diopter adjustment -4.0 ~ +3.0 m
-1

 

Eye point Approx. 27 mm from the eyepiece lens, 22 mm from the eyepiece 

frame at -1 diopter (CIPA standard) 
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Display Graphic Display / Display All Info. / No Disp. Info. / Digital Level 

Gauge / Histogram 

Real-time image adjustment 

display 

ON/OFF 

LCD monitor  

Type 7.5 cm (3.0 type) TFT drive  

Total number of dots 1,228,800 

Brightness control Auto/Manual (5 steps between -2 and +2), Sunny Weather  

Adjustable angle Tilt angle: 140 degrees upward and 180 degrees downward.  

Rotation angle: 180 degrees clockwise and 90 degrees 

counterclockwise. 

Display Selector (finder/LCD) Auto/Manual 

Display Graphic Display / Display All Info. / No Disp. Info. / Digital Level 

Gauge / Histogram /Shooting information for viewfinder mode 

Real-time image adjustment 

display 

On/Off 

Focus Magnifier 35mm full frame: 5.9x, 11.7x APS-C: 3.8x, 7.7x 

Peaking MF Yes (Level setting: High/Mid/Low/Off, Color: White/Red/Yellow) 

Display panel  

Display panel Top Panel (Setting mode indicator LCD) 

Other features  

Face detection On/On (Regist. Faces) / Off, Face registration, Face selection (Max. 

number of detectable faces: 8) 

Auto Portrait Framing Yes 

Clear Image Zoom Approx. 2x 

Digital zoom Smart zoom (still images): M: approx. 1.5x S: approx. 2.3x 

Digital zoom (still images): Approx. 4x 

Digital zoom (movie): Approx. 4x 

Smart Teleconverter Approx. 1.4x / 2x 

Lens compensation Peripheral shading, chromatic aberration, distortion 

Shutter  

Type Electronically controlled, vertical-traverse, focal-plane type 

Shutter speed Still images: 1/8000 to 30 sec, Bulb 

Movies: 1/8000 to 1/4 (1/3 step) 

PAL: up to 1/50 in AUTO mode (up to 1/25 in Auto slow shutter 

mode) 

Flash sync. speed 1/250 sec. 

Electronic front curtain shutter Yes, On/Off 

SteadyShot (image 

stabilization) 

 

Type For still images: Image Sensor-Shift mechanism,  

For movies: Electronic 

Compensation effect  Equivalent to approx. 2.5 to 4.5 steps in shutter speeds 

* Varies according to shooting conditions and lens used 

Flash (with optional external 

flash) 

 

Control ADI flash / Pre-flash TTL  

Compensation ±3.0 EV (switchable between 1/3 and 1/2 EV steps) 
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Bracketing 0.3/0.5/0.7/2.0/3.0 EV steps, 3 or 5 frames (2.0/3.0 EV:  

only 3 frames) selectable  

Modes Flash off, Autoflash, Fill-flash, Rear sync., Slow Sync.,  

Red-eye reduction (On/Off) , Hi-speed sync
*3

, Wireless
*3

 

External flash Sony α System Flash compatible with Multi Interface Shoe, 

attach the shoe adaptor for flash compatible with auto-lock accessory 

shoe 

FE level lock Yes 

Wireless control Yes (wireless flash with lighting ratio control) 

Drive  

Drive modes Single Shooting, Continuous shooting (Hi/Lo) Self-timer (10/2 sec. 

delay selectable), Bracket: Cont., Bracket: Single, White Balance 

bracket, DRO bracket, Remote Control (with optional RM-DSLR2) 

Continuous shooting speed
*2

 Tele-zoom Continuous Advance Priority AE: Maximum Approx. 

10/8 fps selectable 

Continuous shooting Hi: 

35mm full frame: Maximum approx. 6 fps 

APS-C: Maximum approx. 7 fps 

Continuous shooting Lo: 

35mm full frame: Maximum approx. 2.5 fps 

APS-C: Maximum approx. 2.5 fps 

No. of frames recordable* 

(approx.) 
*2

 

when used with SD-UHS1 card 

Continuous shooting Hi: Extra FINE 15, FINE 24, STD 29, RAW 15, 

RAW+JPEG 12 

Tele-zoom Continuous Advance Priority AE (8 fps): Extra FINE 20, 

FINE 28, STD 31, RAW 19, RAW+JPEG 18 

Tele-zoom Continuous Advance Priority AE (10 fps): Extra FINE 20, 

FINE 26, STD 28 

Playback  

Modes Single (with or without shooting information), RGB histogram and 

highlight/shadow warning, 4/9-frame index view, Enlarged display 

mode (L: 16.7x, M: 11.8x, S: 8.3x), Auto Review  

(10/5/2 sec., Off), Image orientation (On/Off) Slideshow,  

Panorama scrolling, Folder selection (Still), 

Forward/Rewind (movie), Delete, Protect 

Interface  

PC interface miniB, Hi-speed USB (USB2.0) (Mass-storage (Multi LUN), MTP, 

PC remote) 

HD output HDMI mini connector (Type-C), BRAVIA Sync (link menu),  

PhotoTV HD 

Others Sync. terminal, Multi Interface Shoe
*7

, Auto-lock accessory shoe 

compatible with supplied shoe adaptor, 

Microphone terminal (3.5 mm Stereo minijack), DC IN terminal, 

Wired remote terminal, 

Headphone terminal (3.5 mm Stereo minijack), Vertical Grip 

Connector 

Compatible OS (USB 

connection) 

 

Compatible OS (USB 

connection) 

Windows XP 
*4

 SP3, Windows Vista 
*5

 SP2, Windows 7 SP1,  

Mac OS X (10.3-10.6) 
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Audio  

Microphone Built-in stereo microphone or ECM-ALST1 (with supplied shoe 

adaptor)/ ECM-CG50  

XLR-K1M (sold separately) 

Speaker Built-in, monaural, volume settings in 8 steps between 0 and 7 

Print  

Compatible standards Exif Print, Print Image Matching III, DPOF setting 

Custom function  

Type Custom key settings, Programmable setting 

Memory Function Yes (3 sets) 

Power  

Battery Rechargeable battery pack NP-FM500H 

Still images Approx. 410 shots with viewfinder and 500 shots with LCD monitor 

(CIPA standard) 

Movies
*6

 Approx. 155 min. with viewfinder and 155 min. with LCD monitor 

External power AC Adaptor AC-PW10AM (optional) 

Weight  

With battery and Memory Stick 

PRO Duo 

Approx. 812 g (1 lb 12.7 oz) 

Body only Approx. 733 g (1 lb 9.9 oz) 

Dimensions  

W x H x D (excluding 

protrusions) 

Approx. 147 x 111.2 x 78.4 mm (approx. 5 7/8 x 4 1/2 x 3 1/8 inches) 

Body material  

Body material Magnesium Alloy and High rigidity engineering plastic exterior 

Operating Temperature  

Range 0°C to 40°C (32°F to 104°F) 

Features and specifications are subject to change without notice. 

 

Remarks 

 

*1 A limited number of lenses currently support AF-D mode and area assist display in AF Range Control. 

Firmware updates are planned for other A lenses. 

*2 Varies according to shooting conditions or memory card used. 

*3 With compatible external flash. 

*4 64-bit and Starter Editions are not supported. 

*5 Starter Edition is not supported. 

*6 AVCHD format movies recordable for up to 29 minutes. MP4 format movies for up to 29 minutes or  

2 GB. 

*7 Sony Accessories for the Accessory Shoe can be attached.  

 


